Outside Looking In

By V. Michael Bove

"I ADMIT I WAS RESPONSIBLE.

I SHOULD HAVE CLEARED THE STOVE AND WASHED THE SPAGHETTI DOTS FROM DINNER, BEFORE MAKING PANCE CALLS....

BUT WAS IT REALLY NECESSARY TO TAKE THE LEFTOVERS AND SQUASH "HELPER SHELTER" ON THE COUNTERTOP?"

---

$1200

Wrap up the semester before it begins.

Your mom and dad already think you have brilliant "potential." And of course, you'd hardly disagree.

But you may still want to tell them about the one college learning tool that can bring out even more of your very best: the Apple Macintosh computer.

You have two to choose from. The affordable and powerful Macintosh Plus. And the expandable Macintosh SE.

Both let you work faster, smarter—and more creatively.

Then, add the ImageWriter II printer, and you'll produce crisp, impressive copies to prove it.

So whether next semester will have you writing sonnets or composing a business plans, wrap it up on a Macintosh...

---

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Well established job shop wants to produce and market a product. Your patent and/or ideas, plus our productive capacity and financing could mean profit for you. Call 617-695-9404 collect.

Mass. General Hospital seeks healthy female volunteers for continuing research study. Ages 18 to 40 years, with normal menstrual cycles, no medications. $100.00 remuneration per study. Contact Sara or Dr. J. Hall at 726-5525.

Legal help

Consultations for computer and corporate law, real estate, negligence, family law, and civil or criminal litigation. Office convenient to MBTA and Government Center in Boston. Call Attorney Esther Horwich, MIT '77 at 523-1150.

Classified Advertising

In The Tech: $5.00 per insertion for each 35 words or less. Must be prepaid with complete name, address, and phone number. The Tech, 920-4820; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA 02139.

OFFICE SERVICES UNLIMITED

Word processing, Cambridge/Dorchester Theses, Reports, Journal Articles, etc. Fast, accurate and dependable. Reasonable rates, call Anne 866-3184 or Gail 825-7169.

Sexually Transmitted Disease

Confidential testing and treatment of STD's and AIDS. Also general medical, birth control, etc. Private office. Robert Taylor M.D., 1755 Beacon Street, Brookline 222-1469.

Office Security/Assistance


Offices

Consultations for computer and corporate law, real estate, negligence, family law, and civil or criminal litigation. Office convenient to MBTA and Government Center in Boston. Call Attorney Esther Horwich, MIT '77 at 523-1150.

LEGAL ADVICE

Consultations for computer and corporate law, real estate, negligence, family law, and civil or criminal litigation. Office convenient to MBTA and Government Center in Boston. Call Attorney Esther Horwich, MIT '77 at 523-1150.

Business services

Consultations for computer and corporate law, real estate, negligence, family law, and civil or criminal litigation. Office convenient to MBTA and Government Center in Boston. Call Attorney Esther Horwich, MIT '77 at 523-1150.